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PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide:

• Information in respect of the risks associated with the storage and disposal of end of life tyres (ELTs)

• Guidance to local government as to when it is appropriate to intervene in end of life tyre activities

• Intervention options that are currently available, (under the Resource Management Act), to manage these activities.

The document may also be helpful for various ELT stakeholders to understand what local government’s concerns and expectations are in 

respect to end of life tyres. 
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SCOPE OF THIS DOCUMENT
IN SCOPE
Local government authorities are primarily responsible for 

managing land use and associated environmental effects relating 

to end of life tyres (ELTs). This document will primarily focus 

on the activities associated with the storage and processing, or 

disposal, of ELTs. 

This guideline will address:

• chronic and acute risks associated with the storage and 

processing, or disposal, of ELTs

• regulatory options for managing ELTs currently available to 

local government. 

There are a number of important, wider, considerations relating 

to end of life tyres in New Zealand. However, as the ELT supply 

chain diagram indicates, the scope of this guideline is limited to 

managing the ELT from leaving the retailer to whatever use or 

storage is currently available.

OUT OF SCOPE

1 The successful applications from the October 2016 WMF round have been announced. More information can be found at www.mfe.govt.nz/more/funding/waste-minimisation-fund/profiles-of-funded-
projects/tackling-problem-of-used-tyres-new.

2 The prohibition on tyre burning can be found in Regulation 7 of the Resource Management Regulations 2004 (National Environmental Standards for Air Quality).

This guideline, again referring to the supply chain diagram, 

acknowledges that the principle of stewardship is absolutely vital. 

There needs to be a degree of ownership and responsibility from 

industry for all stages of ELT life. 

Equally there needs to be an ultimate use, and subsequent 

market, developed to provide a permanent solution to ELTs.1 

However, stewardship and ultimate use are the domain of central 

government and industry. They are considered out of scope for the 

purposes of this guideline.

Also considered out of scope is the transportation of ELTs between 

activities as this is generally managed through land transport 

legislation and is not thought to pose a significant environmental 

risk. 

Some of the ELT related activities referred to in this document 

may have other regulatory concerns that do not directly relate 

to the presence or use of ELTs. For example, the use of ELTs as 

a construction material that triggers Building Act requirements. 

These concerns unrelated to the Resource Management Act are 

also out of scope for this guideline. Though, in this example, 

it may be appropriate to work with Building Act regulators to 

achieve positive behaviour change if required.  

There is already clear legislation in place in respect of the 

prohibition of burning tyres2. 

This guidance document acknowledges this and does not propose 

further guidance in respect of responding to actual tyre fires. 

This guideline is not an enforcement decision making document. 

This document acknowledges each council has the autonomy to 

develop its own approach to achieving or ensuring compliance. 

In saying that, compliance functions by local government should 

be in keeping with the strategic compliance framework, refer 

Appendix A. It is appropriate that individual councils tailor their 

strategies to meet their own needs and resources. They will 

also need to review and adapt their programmes in response 

to changes such as new national regulations or regional policy 

direction. However, this documents advocates that individual 

compliance strategies should be within and linked to this 

guideline. 

Depending on the particular circumstances that arise it may 

be appropriate to seek assistance from other agencies such as 

Ministry of Health,  Fire and Emergency New Zealand, or other 

legislation, to manage certain situations. Despite acknowledging 

the importance and potential of these collaborations, examples of 

such approaches are not documented in this guideline.

Retail collector Collector

DIAGRAM OF ELT SUPPLY CHAIN

This guideline

STEWARDSHIP

EndStorage Processing

ULTIMATE 
DISPOSAL
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BACKGROUND
THE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OF LARGE VOLUMES OF END OF LIFE TYRES IS A BURGEONING ISSUE FOR LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IN NEW ZEALAND. THE ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH ELTS CAN HAVE SIGNIFICANT 

IMPACTS ON LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND THE ENVIRONMENT. THESE ACTIVITIES VARY. THERE ARE LEGITIMATE 

BUSINESSES THAT REQUIRE TYRE STORAGE AS PART OF THEIR TYRE PROCESSING AND DISPOSAL OPERATIONS.

There are also examples of non-legitimate operations storing large 

volumes of tyres for profit and simply walking away from their 

obligations to dispose of tyres correctly, in effect dumping tyres. 

Often these tyre dumps are left to district, city or regional councils 

to manage and the rate payer is left to pay the cost of correct 

management and or disposal.

An emerging trend is that tyre piles are becoming ‘migratory’. Tyre 

piles are being transferred out of one district or region to another, 

and simply become a problem for another district or region to 

manage. Often the migration occurs due to regulatory pressure 

from a local government authority. The tyres then make their way 

to an area where there is seen to be less regulatory ‘resistance’. 

In this sense ELTs are truly a national issue, exacerbated by an 

inconsistent, or completely absent, application of regulatory tools.

Regardless of the legitimacy or intent of these ELT related 

activities; most activities pose ‘chronic’ and or ‘acute’ risks to 

the local community and the wider environment if not managed 

properly. Often tyre piles are not shielded from the elements and 

will leach harmful contaminants over a period of time causing 

chronic environmental effect (chronic) refer Appendix B. Very 

often the tyres are stored in such a way as to pose a significant 

risk of fire, acute effect (acute) refer Appendix C. Depending on 

how ELTs are stored and their location, the consequences of a 

substantial tyre fire can be extreme. This has been demonstrated 

in large tyre fires overseas, a very graphic example from 

Melbourne in January 2016. 

Clearly the detrimental effects of a large tyre fire are significant in 

respect of human health, the environment and financially.

There is a National Environmental Standard (NES) that specifically 

prohibits the burning of tyres in New Zealand. Though it is a 

clear piece of legislation, it is not addressing the root cause of 

the problem. Though an NES relating to the responsible storage 

of ELTs has been proposed, there is currently no specific national 

regulation that exists to reduce the risk and consequence of a 

tyre fire, nor protect the environment from long term leaching of 

contaminants from tyres. 

Most, if not all, regional and district plans are also silent on the 

storage and disposal of tyres. Local government is expected 

to manage the ELT problem but currently does not have the 

legislative tools to do so. There simply is no guidance as to how 

they can manage the issue of ELTs, or when they should intervene. 

As an example, consider the issue of scale. Is one discarded tyre a 

problem? 1000? 100,000? Does site location matter? Surely urban 

storage and disposal must pose more risk than rural? What about 

proximity to water courses and the coastal marine area? 

Due to the lack of guidance on the storage and disposal of ELTs 

there has been a tendency for local government agencies not 

to intervene. Where intervention does take place, often the 

problem has got extremely large, difficult and expensive to 

resolve. Some stockpiles have grown to the point that they are 

simply unmanageable in the short-term and the cost of any form 

of remediation is prohibitive. There are also many instances of 

smaller scale issues which are significant at a local level. Examples 

of these types of issue are demonstrated through the ‘scenario’ 

section of this paper. 

The absence of specific regulation in district and regional plans 

provides an opportunity for national regulation to manage the 

problems ELTs pose and opportunity to address the wider issues 

of tyre stewardship which is an integral part of finding a long-

term solution that is sustainable. It is not viable, nor timely or 

efficient, to amend 74 separate regional and district plans. Any 

amendments to plans on this scale would not provide any level of 

nation-wide consistency to manage the ELT problem3. 

In the interim, and to support with existing stockpiles, this 

guideline will outline the available regulatory options under the 

RMA. By simply defaulting to the ‘base’ statutory power of the 

Resource Management Act (RMA)4 there can be prompt and 

meaningful management put in place to manage the storage 

and disposal of ELTs in the short-term. The more consistently 

this management is applied around the country the more chance 

there is of resolving the end of life tyre storage and disposal 

problem. It is important to have a clear and consistent regulatory 

framework to assist in securing a clean and healthy environment 

whilst providing a level playing field and certainty for businesses, 

industry and operators.

A national solution is required. 

3 The proposed NES for the outdoor storage of tyres was announced on 22 June 2017. More information can be found at www.mfe.govt.nz/proposed-nes-outdoor-storage-of-tyres.
4 The starting legal position related to the placement of an end of life tyre into the environment is that a single tyre is technically a breach of the RMA, in that it is a discharge of a contaminant to land not 

expressly allowed. (An exception to this would be where there is a district or regional plan rule that expressly authorises such a discharge.)
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WHAT ARE THE CHRONIC AND 
ACUTE RISKS POSED BY END OF 
LIFE TYRES? 
Regardless of the legitimacy, or intent, of these ELT activities most 

tend to pose ‘chronic’ and or ‘acute’ risks to the local community 

and wider environment. Often the tyre piles are not shielded from 

the environment and will, over time, leach harmful contaminants 

into soil and waterways (chronic). Very often the tyres are stored 

in such a 

way as to magnify the threat, and consequence, of a significant 

tyre fire (acute). Depending on their location the consequences 

of a substantial tyre fire (airborne pollutants, effects on human 

health and agriculture), as recent examples overseas show, can be 

extreme.

WHAT IS REGULATORY 
INTERVENTION? 
When there is a breach of rules or legislation, or a real risk of 

breach, then regulatory intervention is simply:

• the appropriate regulatory agency, or agencies, stepping in 

• using whatever tools their legislation affords them 

• to prevent further breach and, if appropriate 

• hold people accountable for the breach.

In an ELT context ‘regulatory intervention’ means a local 

government agency identifying that certain ELT activities are, or 

may, pose a risk of adverse environmental effect, and hence a 

breach of the RMA, and then using regulatory tools to prevent 

further breach and bring about positive behaviour change.

A vital initial phase of regulatory intervention is assessment. This 

will be described in more detail later in this guideline.  

It is recognised that ELT uses and activities may pose concerns 

other than environmental risk and regulatory breaches. Options 

for these types of situation will be discussed later in this document 

and also is an important part of the assessment phase. 

This guideline will now detail a graduated approach towards ELT 

uses and activities. Initially it will identify those uses or activities 

that pose minimal or no environmental risk, and hence there 

would generally be no need for regulatory intervention. It will then 

progress through those uses and activities that do pose more of a 

risk and should require intervention. It will also identify locations 

where any tyre stockpile, regardless of use should be prohibited.  
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USES THAT MAY NOT REQUIRE 
REGULATORY INTERVENTION

5 There is some emerging science that exposure to shredded rubber can be linked to health issues and it will be important for local government and other agencies to be open to new information as it 
comes to hand and adapt this guideline accordingly.

6 At the time of writing this document, the proposed National Environmental Standard for the outdoor storage of tyres consultation document proposes the definition of a large volume as 200m3. The FENZ 
draft guideline relating to the storage and stockpiling of tyres defines a large volume as 360m3.

It is generally accepted by local government agencies in New 

Zealand that there is a wide variety of uses for ELTs (either whole 

or in part5) that present minimal, if any, environmental risk and 

simply may not justify any regulatory intervention. Many of these 

uses are linked to recreational activities. These activities include, 

but are not limited to:

• artificial turfs

• playgrounds

• equestrian arenas

• raceways

• gun ranges

• gardens

• ‘art’. 

Likewise there are various industrial or constructional uses for 

ELTs that may not require regulatory intervention. These include, 

but again are not limited to:

• tyre houses or other constructions such as retaining walls 

(this does not include tyre constructions within the coastal 

marine area or in rivers, lakes or streams)

• buffers and structures such as seen at wharves and jetties

• tyres used as weights, such as on silage stacks.

There may be exceptions to this general rule should the scale, or 

the location, of the activity elevate the risk. For example, where 

one of these activities is directly adjacent to a water way. Also out 

of season storage, for example tyres used on silage stacks and 

where changes to farming practices has resulted in stockpiling 

ELTs, may require regulatory intervention (refer scenario 4).

Regardless of the uses, there may be other acts that have 

compliance requirements.

ACTIVITIES THAT SHOULD REQUIRE 
REGULATORY INTERVENTION
There are a number of ventures, either currently in existence 

or under development, in New Zealand that are based around 

ELTs. Most of these enterprises require the accumulation of large 

volumes of ELTs at some point. This accumulation often results in 

the following:

• stockpiling of whole tyres, loosely or stacked

• baling and stockpiling of whole tyres

• partially or wholly processing tyres and then stockpiling of 

the subsequent by-products.

These tyres may go on to be:

• shredded or crumbed 

• processed to derive carbon black, oil, gas, steam, fuel or 

other by product 

• processed to use in resins and glues or other product. 

Due to the likely volume of tyres in these situations, and the 

commercial nature of these activities, then there should be 

regulatory intervention to manage any environmental risks posed. 

There will be a definition of what constitutes a large volume 

of tyres provided in both the Fire and Emergency New Zealand 

Guideline and the pending National Environmental Standard 

for air quality. Once finalised these thresholds will need to be 

complied with.6

SECURITY AND SITE 
MANAGEMENT 
In any of the situations described above, small quantities of ELTs in 

transition at the tyre retailer, require a reasonable level of security 

and site management to manage the unintended risks from fire 

(including arson) at a stockpile.

If the end of life tyres cannot be stored in a secure building 

then other security could include, but not be limited to, security 

fencing, lighting and surveillance whether that is by camera and / 

or manned patrol.
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STOCKPILES THAT  
SHOULD BE PROHIBITED  
DUE TO THEIR LOCATION
Stockpiles or tyre dumps, regardless of their intended or eventual 

use (if any), should be prohibited from being within:

• 250 metres of the coastal marine area

• 100 metres of any open water course, including a flood plain 

or wetland

• 500 metres of any zoned residential area

• 1000 metres of any school, hospital, marae or rest home

• 100 metres from any substantive electric infrastructure 

such as pylons or sub stations, rail lines or any other known 

potential ignition source, unless the risk posed by the 

potential ignition source is adequately mitigated through 

resource consent conditions.

Any tyre stockpile must be secure from public access and the risk 

of arson. 

As well as meeting these prohibitions site selection for any ELT 

storage should comply with the advisory on site selection offered 

by the Fire and Emergency New Zealand. (See Appendix D)

Site selection must also always provide sufficient clearance from 

any combustible materials, woodlots, plantations or buildings to 

meet the requirements of the Fire and Emergency New Zealand 

Guideline Prevention and containment of fire in open air tyre storage. 
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HOW DOES THE  
REGULATOR INTERVENE?
ASSESSMENT
When information is received by your agency that there may 

be a problem end of life tyre site, or activity, then the most 

important initial step is to assess the risks posed by the activity. 

This assessment must include both the chronic and acute risks 

posed by the site or activity. If there is not sufficient information 

available to carry out this assessment from the initial information 

received then a site inspection should be promptly carried out 

to ensure that the assessment has been completed on full and 

reliable information.

This guideline should be used to assist with the assessment 

process. For example, you might use the ‘large’ volume 

measurement suggested in the guideline to determine that the 

volume of tyres is sufficient to warrant intervention. You might 

establish the tyres are under suitable roofing and on a sealed 

surface so you decide that there may not be a chronic risk to the 

environment. However, your assessment might determine that 

due to the insecurity of the site and its geographical location that 

it is appropriate to focus on the potential acute risk posed by fire. 

OTHER LEGISLATION AND 
AGENCIES
It may be that your assessment identifies that the risks posed by 

the site or activity are, in fact, more the jurisdiction of another 

agency. For example, your particular scenario may not trigger any 

substantive Resource Management Act considerations but may 

be seen as a real health risk due to the presence of insects and 

vermin. In such a scenario it may be appropriate to contact the 

local health agency and provide them with the information you 

have gathered. If possible you might support them with whatever 

actions they take to resolve the issue. Local government agencies 

must be very careful to ensure that they are not seem to duck 

shove their responsibilities. 

Though the focus of this guideline is the local government, both 

regional and territorial, role in managing end of life tyres it is 

important to acknowledge that there are other agencies that may 

have a role in managing a problem tyre site. This could include 

your area Health Board, WorkSafe or Fire and Emergency New 

Zealand. 

ONUS
An important focus to maintain during this process is to ensure 

that the onus for the management of the risks posed by the site 

or activity sits with the party who is responsible for that site or 

activity.

 

MODES OF REGULATORY 
INTERVENTION
All of the usual regulatory tools available to local government can 

obviously be deployed in dealing with end of life tyre sites. Refer 

Appendix A for details on the regional sector strategic compliance 

framework. Local government agencies are encouraged to develop 

compliance strategies that are identified within this framework. 

As a practical aide a number of scenarios have also been included 

in this guidance document to demonstrate how regulatory 

intervention might practically occur. 
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TYPICAL END OF  
LIFE TYRE SCENARIOS
PURPOSE
The purpose of the scenarios provided in this guideline is to 

give practical examples of ELT situations that local government 

agencies may get exposed to, and provide options as to how that 

particular situation could be managed by utilising this guideline.

It is important to remember that this guideline is focussed on 

using the RMA and related tools. However, that in no way inhibits 

the reader from approaching other agencies, or utilising other 

legislation, if the particular circumstances of the situation that 

they face makes that appropriate.

As you can imagine there is an endless range of potential ELT 

scenarios and there is no way that all possible scenarios can be 

documented. However, the scenarios provided are designed to 

assist the reader in following a logical process enabling a positive 

outcome.

If you do not find a scenario that exactly matches the real life 

situation you are facing then look to see how it is that these 

scenarios are approached and consider a similar approach.

You will notice each scenario commences with the regulatory 

agency conducting an assessment. To assist this process a 

guidance note for completing that assessment is included at 

Appendix E.

SCENARIOS PROVIDED

There are six scenarios provided:

1) Someone wanting to use tyres to build a retaining wall

2) Illegally dumped tyres

3) Someone collecting and storing increasing volumes of tyres 

for profit with no end use

4) Tyre retailer – used tyres stored around the premises

5) Out of season silage stack tyres

6) New tyre storage/recycling facility 

SOMEONE WANTING TO USE 
TYRES TO BUILD A RETAINING 
WALL

Your Council is approached by a landowner who is asking if he 

can gather end of life tyres to create a retaining wall near the 

entrance to his house. He anticipates that the total structure 

will use approximately 200 car tyres, he can confirm that he 

is in a rural setting and more than half a kilometre from any 

open watercourse.

You confirm that this activity does not trigger any specific 

rules in your district or regional plan. 

You complete an assessment of both the chronic and acute 

risks posed by the use of ELTs under these circumstances (you 

will need to determine whether a physical site inspection 

is required or whether you are comfortable with a desktop 

assessment).

You are satisfied that:

• there are no relevant district or regional plan rules 

triggered

• the chronic and acute risks posed by the activity are 

lacking significance or importance

• the activity is otherwise in keeping with the ELT 

guideline. 

Make a record of the contact by the landowner, inform him 

that no further action is required by council and advise him 

that he may proceed with the activity in accordance with the 

information he has provided. 

SCENARIO 1
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ILLEGALLY DUMPED TYRES
 

(Please note this scenario is possibly not completely aligned to 

this guideline, however it has been included as it is a common 

scenario and may prove helpful)

Your council receives a complaint from a member of the 

public about a pile of tyres that appears to have been dumped 

at a local reserve. No other details were provided and the 

information was given anonymously. 

There is insufficient information to complete a meaningful 

assessment of the chronic or acute risks posed by the tyres. 

You decide to carry out a site inspection. Your inspection finds 

that there is, in fact, a single pile of approximately 40 car tyres 

that have been dumped in a council owned reserve. There 

are no nearby residences or enquiries that can be reasonably 

carried out to determine who may have placed them there. 

The council cannot take enforcement action under the RMA as 

the person/s responsible cannot be established.

As the landowner, the council should arrange to have the 

ELTs promptly removed and should consider signs to prohibit 

further dumping. 

SOMEONE COLLECTING AND 
STORING INCREASING VOLUMES 
OF TYRES FOR PROFIT WITH NO END USE 

Your council receives a complaint from a member of the public 

that there appears to be a commercial business operating 

based around ELTs. The complainant tells you that they have 

seen trucks entering a rural property on a daily basis loaded 

with tyres of varying sizes consistent with car and light truck 

use. When the trucks leave they have no load.  

You establish that there are no resource consents associated 

with any activity on this property, in fact council records 

provide very little information about the property. You 

determine that a site inspection is appropriate.

Upon inspecting the property you determine the following.

• Large volumes of ELTs are stored on an unsealed land 

surface, initial measurements indicate a volume of 300 

metres long by 40 metres wide and to a height of three 

metres in places.

• Access to the rural property is difficult in that there is a 

single access in, which is via a farm track, which would be 

difficult to access in wet weather or in heavy machinery.

• There do not appear to be any prohibitions with the 

ELT guideline in respect to geographical factors such 

as proximity to sensitive environments or important 

infrastructure.

• There does not appear to be any access to sufficient 

volumes of water for fire-fighting purposes nor is there 

any bunding around the tyre mound.

• The only machinery on site is an elevator with a conveyor 

belt to place the tyres at height and a loader with a 

bucket.

• The tyre mound is visible from the road and there is no 

specific security measures other than a farm gate with a 

padlock and chain.

You speak with the occupier of the land and you confirm that 

she leases the property and runs a business whereby she is 

paid by local tyre retailers to remove their ELTs. She states 

that she started six months ago and the tyres have been 

slowly building up over that period. She estimates that there 

is approximately 80,000 ELTs, however she has not kept any 

records. Furthermore, she is storing them for the time being 

with the intention that she will ultimately provide them to an 

as yet undetermined end use.

You make enquiries back at the office and establish that this 

tyre collector has previously “walked away” from a tyre pile on 

land that she had leased incurring costs to the local council for 

clean-up.

Your risk assessment tells you that there is a chronic risk to the 

environment from the tyre pile as they are currently stored. 

There is also some risk of fire, however the consequences of fire 

would be high due to lack of adherence to Fire and Emergency 

New Zealand Guidelines. You decide that an abatement notice 

is required immediately to cease further discharges into the 

environment and that a second notice is required to remove the 

tyres within a reasonable period of time.

Should she not comply with the abatement notices then you 

would consider initiating a prosecution for the purpose of 

obtaining an enforcement order to clean up the site.

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3
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TYRE RETAILER – USED TYRES 
STORED AROUND THE PREMISES

Following a recent fire, that did considerable damage to a 

tyre retailer in your town, concern has been raised by the 

community about the security of piles of end of life tyres that 

are currently being stored behind various tyre retailers. 

You confirm that this storage does not trigger any specific rules 

in your district or regional plan. 

You complete an assessment and determine that, of the ten 

tyre retailers in your town, there are three that have insecure 

ELTs stored about their business. In speaking with the business 

owners you determine that the volumes never rise above 200, 

are removed on a weekly basis and are stored on a  

concrete pad. All of the other tyre retailers have security 

measures in place for their short-term ELT storage that include 

high fencing, security lighting and patrols.

You determine that the insecure tyres at these three sites pose 

an acute risk related to the likelihood and consequence of a 

tyre fire.

Consider calling a meeting, in conjunction with FENZ, of the 

three business owners and make them aware of the risk that 

they are posing to the community, and the environment, by 

having insecure tyres. Also make them aware that the majority 

of the other tyre retailers have taken steps to secure their 

ELTs. Ask them to follow suit. Should they not comply with 

this within a reasonable period of time then consider issuing 

an abatement notice under section 17 of the RMA for them to 

avoid, remedy or mitigate potential adverse effect of not taking 

these security measures.

OUT OF SEASON SILAGE STACK 
TYRES

Your council receives a complaint from a member of the public 

who was driving past a dairy farm and noticed a large number 

of tyres, that appear to have been used on a silage stack, were 

now disused with some tyres now lying in a stream alongside 

the empty silage ‘stack’. The complainant estimates that in total 

there were approximately 500 tyres visible with at least half of 

those in the stream. 

You check your in-house mapping system and confirm that 

there is a named watercourse flowing through that part of the 

farm in question. 

Your in-house enquiries establish that a similar complaint had 

been received at the same time last year and the farmer had 

been asked to remove the tyres from the watercourse. You note 

there is no record of a follow up inspection. 

You arrange a site visit and confirm the information from the 

complainant is accurate. 

 

You establish that there had been a breach of section 15 of  

the RMA in that there has been a discharge of contaminants to 

land, and to water. 

Your assessment of the overall circumstances is that there is 

certainly a chronic risk apparent though the acute risk of fire 

appears to be very low.

As well as your usual scene attendance in respect of 

capturing information and sampling, you immediately issue 

a verbal direction to the farmer to remove the tyres from the 

watercourse. Upon return to the office you draft abatement 

notices requiring that he cease the unlawful activity and that 

he must immediately take action to remove the tyres from the 

watercourse. 

You refer to the tyre guideline and note the prohibition in 

respect of proximity to watercourses and include in your 

abatement notice that any further storage of out of season 

silage tyres is 100 metres or more away from an open 

watercourse.

SCENARIO 4

SCENARIO 5
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NEW TYRE STORAGE / RECYCLING 
FACILITY 

You are approached by a start-up company seeking guidance 

on establishing a new tyre recycling operation. 

The company presents you with a well drafted proposal that 

outlines the following.

• A moderate volume of ELTs, estimated to be a weekly 

turnover of less than 1500, will be stored on sealed 

surfaces under a permanent roof structure.

• Their end use market which appears to be well 

established.

• The proposed site is zoned light industrial and you 

can confirm that it doesn’t trigger any geographical 

prohibitions in the tyre guideline.

• The site has substantial security fencing and lighting. 

• Their proposal includes a fire management plan that has 

been endorsed by the Fire and Emergency New Zealand 

(FENZ) which includes such things as a site plan that 

shows heavy vehicle access from opposing boundaries and 

on-site fire hydrants. 

You document your meeting with the operator and your 

assessment that their operation appears to have very little, 

if any, chronic risk and a well-managed acute risk to the 

environment.

You determine that no further controls are required by council, 

however you schedule an inspection to assess compliance 

within six months of commencement of their operation.

SCENARIO 6
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APPENDIX A
REGIONAL SECTOR STRATEGIC COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK 

www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/assets/Global/shared/Strategic-Compliance-Framework-CESIG-3725093.PDF

APPENDIX B
CHRONIC ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Dr Nick Kim, a senior lecturer in applied environmental chemistry 

at Massey University, states that the risk of tyres leaching 

contaminants is not immediate, but the longer a tyre pile remains 

outdoors, the greater the probability that soil underneath and 

surrounding the pile will become contaminated with PAH’s 

(polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) and heavy metals.

Dr Kim reports that contaminants that leach from the pile will 

largely be retained in the soil surface, leading to a gradual increase 

in soil contamination levels. “There is potential for effects on 

groundwater with the right conditions – shallow ground water, 

a sandy soil and a large tyre pile – but the primary effects will 

almost always be on the site itself,” he further adds. 

APPENDIX C
ACUTE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Waikato Regional Council Senior Scientist Dr Jonathan Caldwell 

has undertaken an assessment of potential environmental effects 

for a tyre fire. Though it was completed in relation to a specific site 

many of his findings are relevant to other tyre sites. 

This is an excerpt from Dr Caldwell’s assessment:

Most surface tyre fires are caused by either, lightning strikes, 

tyre shredding or arson. Once the fire starts it will spread quickly 

becoming uncontrollable within a few minutes. Tyres burn by the 

incomplete combustion of the vapour they give off when heated. 

The tyre will also melt, forming a burning liquid which flows under 

gravity to the bottom of the pile. Pools of tyre oil will then spread 

laterally over the ground. Adding water to the pile merely hastens 

the flow of burning liquid away from the original seat as it floats 

on top of the water.

The burning of tyres causes the discharge to air of significant 

quantities of hazardous air pollutants. Extinguishing tyre fires is 

difficult and they can easily re-ignite when hot. The fire releases a 

dark, thick toxic smoke which is likely to include:

• particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) and nuisance ash with 

associated metal contamination such as nickel, tin and zinc 

and their oxides

• sulphur dioxide

• polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (benzo(a)pyrene, chrysene, 

benzo(a)anthracene, etc.)

• oxides of nitrogen

• carbon monoxide

• volatile organic compounds (toluene, xylene, benzene, ethyl 

benzene etc.)

• dioxins.

APPENDIX D
Prevention and containment of fire in open air tyre storage – as at May 2017 awaiting final version from Fire and Emergency New Zealand. 
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APPENDIX E
GUIDANCE FOR COMPLETING 
AN ASSESSMENT OF AN 
END-OF-LIFE TYRE SITE OR 
ACTIVITY

As a further aid the following questions / checklist has been 

prepared to assist local government agencies with completing an 

assessment of an ELT site or activity. If reliable information has 

been gathered in respect of all of these factors then the agency 

should be well placed to make a decision as to what action, if any, 

to take.  Please note, this may not be an exhaustive list for the 

particular circumstances that the council is facing. 

• Is the end of life tyre store or stockpile in an urban or rural 

area?

• Who is the owner and / or operator?  Are they known to your 

local Council and do they have a history of non-compliance?

• What are the stock pile characteristics, such as dimensions of 

tyre pile, volume – width, height and length, tyre sizes, age, 

the presence of rims, possible compaction, method of storage 

- randomly dumped, stacked, laced, baled etc, the percentage 

of whole or shredded, any distances between piles? 

• What are the site characteristics such as soil characteristics, 

topography, access and drainage channels as well as nearby 

surface watercourses, flood plains, quarries or coastal marine 

areas, residences, businesses and population densities 

(Nearby schools, airports, public facilities – substantive 

electric infrastructure, hospitals, rest homes, marae, railway 

lines, major transportation corridors also should be identified 

to help determine environmental impacts.).

• What type of surface are the tyres being stored on – 

permeable or non-permeable?

• Is stormwater captured and contained/managed on site?  Are 

the tyres covered?

FIRE RELATED QUESTIONS:

Is there a fire management plan or risk management plan?

• Are there any other combustible materials or ignition sources 

on site?

• What site conditions may impact on fire control, such as 

access roadways, perimeter and internal fire lanes, trees and 

surrounding vegetation?

• Are there any firefighting resources are on site – i.e. foam, 

chemicals, fill soil and/or sand, access to heavy equipment or 

other sources and access to water?

• Is there security, fencing, lighting, security guards or other 

additional measures on site?  If site is locked who has the 

security code or key when locked?

• Is the access point on site wider than six metres – i.e. for 

emergency vehicles?

• Do fuel-fired vehicles on site have fire extinguisher on board?

• What infrastructure is on site, such as buildings or other 

businesses?

• What are the geographic and socio-economic characteristics 

of the surrounding area? I.e. would the prevailing wind 

direction effect nearby hospitals, schools, airports, marae, 

towns or rest home facilities. 

HEALTH RELATED QUESTIONS:
Are steps in place to minimize vermin or insect breeding? 
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